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The stories inside this issue are
veiled narratives about their inner
thoughts and beliefs, even though most
of their stories are fantasy or quirky
surrealism. They live in magical
kingdoms—places where their subnormal
lives can breathe and be more than
human. Fiction becomes the only place
where they can write happy endings,
because so much has already happened
to them.
Most of them have a strong desire
to love and be loved, and for over an
hour each morning, they write and
discuss fiction with enthusiasm. It
releases the creative imagination and
calms them. It becomes a place where
anything is possible, a place where
they
can
be
themselves—free
of
judgment, a place where they belong,
where they can feel like part of a
group, a place that reminds them that
they are alive and things will get
better.
I do not edit the stories or correct
them in any way. They appear as the
student
typed
them.
Enjoy
their
imaginations!
—

Deeper Then the
Surface By Julia
Shallow waves breezed
against the broken timber.
Johnny dangled his feet
into the water as he gazed
into the distance. The
storm clouds had now
cleared, no longer were they
angrily ribbing at the sky, but now they sat motionless in gentle
swirls of violet and orange across the sky. It was odd how the
setting portrayed his emotions. He looked into the water,
lightly tinted with orange and pink from the sky’s reflection.
The water was now settling, a perfect surface. But as he
scanned across the array of colors, sharp objects pierced the
surface, creating imperfection in the scene. They were
rooftops of the surrounding houses. Scattered across the
surface were tattered clothes, broken boards, and numerous
personal possessions that had been washed out by the storm.
This man had lost everything, but at the moment, he cared not
for that. He was just taking in the situation. He had gone
through so much, and now this. But he was still alive, wasn’t he?
He had to have purpose if he had lasted this long. And now he
had to take everything one step at a time.
Don’t worry about how you’ll end up, worry about where you
are now, what you are going to do. It will turn out okay, you got
this far. Just have to keep the strength to keep going. It
doesn’t matter where you are, just if you have the power to
move on, if you have that, you’ll go far.
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Everyone must learn before they
die, what they are running from,
what they’re running to, and
why.”
—James Thurber
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Musical Notes By Renee
I found these musical notes
walking home one day. They were
just lying on the sidewalk. The
label said do not open but I was
curious and opened it anyway.
They didn’t do anything. So I went
home an went to bed. The next
day I got up and went to work. I was working when
my favorite song came on the radio. So I started
singing. I looked up and realized everyone was
starring at me.
I asked, “Why is everyone looking at me?”
The person next to me replied, “We didn’t know
you could sing like that.”
“Like what?” I said
“Good,” they replied
“Oh, I didn’t know that either.” I replied
So I got back to work. The day wore on and it was
finally time for me to go home. I was shocked that
the musical notes did that. Gave me a beautiful
voice. I got home, went to bed, woke up the next
morning and decided to try my voice out. So I went
down to this studio. An asked to use a booth they
wouldn’t let me at first. So I started singing. It was
my lucky day because there just so happened to be
a producer there who wanted to make me famous.
So from then on I sang an worked. That’s how I
became a famous country singer.
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The Lion Species
By Aaron
The lion is full of courage, it
has one of the fiercest jaw
strength in all of the animal
kingdom. So many people over thousands of
years have been hunting these glorious
animals. They have compassion for their young
just as we humans and the lions even nurse
their young until they are old enough to defend
themselves against any danger and to find and
hunt their own food. Lions are endangered
now days, but we look back in history and
there were hundreds of thousands of these
animals just roaming around the savannahs
and other grasslands all over the world
including Africa and many other
countries all ‘round the globe.

I Am a Tree By Aaron
I am a tree and as you can see I use my
own paper. I have been around for hundreds of
years and people have used and abused all of
my family. Never have I been so alone until they
took my brother, Willow. I have slowly lost all of
my leaves and slowly fade into the ground as if I
was never here and yet I have not written to a
single human before, but I have to let you know
that I am a tree. I do not appreciate anything
you humans have done in the stretch of my long
life. Now I stand all alone in a wet and foggy
meadow.

3

New/Old Planet
By Aaron”
There are no men there are
no people in this strange
world, only me and my fellow
man. I see no plants and I see
no life only dried up rivers and skeletons of what use
to be life. Who am I but a man with an insatiable
appetite for adventure and excitement? I see
remnants of life of these beings bound in skin of
different colors. Where on my home planet all men,
women, and children all look the same color and
averagely the same size and height. I have not seen a
person or an animal. There are remnants of what
was here before, but as we know, me and my fellow
man.
My Heart By Michael
The story of my heart is its sore
and yes it’s been hurt. Many
people have hurt my heart but
for the most part I have hurt it
the most. My heart has been
torn it has been ripped to pieces but I still stand
strong for the ones I love. Because if it wasn’t for
the ones I love I wouldn’t be here today they keep
my heart from falling to the ground and shattering
even though the people closes to me hurt me the
most
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A faucet bleeds trouble
Like a bubble
A quarterback fumbled
Patriots lost
Im the boss
It will be a cost
These humans have no fear
I write starting with dear
Im almost near
I like the card ace
I have got my own place
If you got something to say
Say it to my face
I love saying my grace.

king of far far away
By; Albert
Kings are major things
we have a lot of bling
but how do we grow so old
I have a story being told
A fortune teller has to be fold
What I see and believe
I can relieve
But I know I can achieve
I have lots of power
By every hour
I try to take a shower
I may sin
But I always win

4
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;
Once upon a time I
was on mars. Mars
was the only
planet that I
could survive on.
One dark purple
night a god of
unnatural creatures
of great heroes. Struck me with
all mighty great heroes’ powers
my first challenge was to repeat
an oath to do no evil in the
sight of the great god. I saved
the world in the year of 50/500.
I used my powers to help do good
of stead of bad. I choose to use
my powers for good because I was
the diff. one (1).

I love treasure
But sometimes it does not pleasure.
Ships can sink,
In a second of a blink
Life is very quick
But pirates get sick
We can fall for tricks
Life isn’t forever
It will be never
So what can you do with treasure?
If it is not great pleasure

Spidy Island’’
By; Albert
A planet called spider as an island called Spidy
Island. Houses are built up side down to keep
evil villains out. The evil villains can not survive
up side down. Spider dogs have 10 senses. A
evil villain called octgreengoblenade tried to
destroy our planet but we persuade him to be a
good great helping super hero. He betrayed us
and destroyed our planet and made us work for
10,000 years as slaves. We grew old but we still
had wisdom we took back our planet and
regain our destiny.
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“Price Tag”
By: Alexis
There’s a man in a room with
just walls.
He has a price tag around his
neck.
No one should ever be sold;
we’re humans, not anything else.
He’s wrapped, dirty, and he looks frustrated, and sad.
Why do they treat him like this?
It’s not right; he has a price tag around his neck,
I think he’s going somewhere tonight.
Clean him up,
Make him happy,
Don’t be mean, don’t call him fatty.
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I Am a Superhero
By Dajour
I am a super
hero too
My name is Fly
and I am a
new super
hero. I have
wings but I
can’t fly I can
only climb up and down. I
feel shame because all of
the other super heroes
have great powers it makes
me mad because I can’t
compare to them.
Skelton Teacher By LZ

What a crime I committed.
I took my own actions.
Now im in prison with black and white fashions.
I think that im homesick
because I can’t sleep, eat, or think.
Im a grown man but I need some comforting.
I want my mom for the first time I been grown but
they told me
That I can’t go home.

What would you do if
your teacher was a
skeleton would you be
scared if your teacher was
a skeleton I know i will be
scared of the skeleton
teacher who teach me in
school and I will run away
from the teacher.
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I am a lion, but not only am
I a lion, I am the lion king. I
control anything and
everything I know all and all
knows me. My father was a
king too, but he is gone
now. I am the king of the jungle now. I am the
smartest and the strongest but I am in a lion’s pit,
but I’m suppose to be an all knowing king. So much
for smartest in the jungle. I am not a good king
instead of helping the weak I pick on them. And as
for the strong. I make them stronger but I’m still in
this pit. I saw one of the weaklings I mess with
before this because he was trying to get stronger
and I punish him he is strong enough to help me,
but would he? Would you?
Road Wave By Dajour
Me and my family are on
a cruise, and we are hit by
a road wave. A road wave
is a wave that can go on
for miles and miles. We
are shipwrecked and are
stuck in the middle of nowhere and we see a plane
but they don’t see us. We see a rock we get on it so
we do not have to continue swimming we see a boat
and it stops and we go home.
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Home Sweet Home
By Hanah
I live on the back of a turtle. I
sit all day and listen to the
ocean. I woke up on his back
after I can’t remember what
but I think I was on a
sailboat and a huge wave
came over me. I am looking for land. Hopefully I
will find some or a boat. People could help me.
It’s been boring on this big turtles back, he’s nice
though and slow.

High Ladder By Hanah
There was a ladder and it was so tall
I decided to climb it. Looked easy to
climb after 10 minutes it was over.
But I went up into the clouds and
guess were? I climbed to heaven.
Didn’t want to fall, long way down.
Heaven is beautiful, plenty of food, everyone lives
in an awesome home. And everyone is there,
animals, too. Angels and you know who. And then I
woke up. It was a long nap. Awesome dream it was
the best experience ever. And it’s never dark in
heaven. Can’t wait for another dream like that.
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GOD SEND ME AND ANGEL By LZ
God send me and angle
and she came down from
heaven and she send me a
message from heaven. And
she told me that god said
that I will not die.And the
doctor said that I will not last one more day and
these world. And the angle went back to haen.

Man By Hanah
On his way home he was
walking on water and concrete.
He was holding fruit punch and pie.
Also stopped to use the restroom.
And he spilt some sauce
on his spiky shoes.
When he got home to his house
he went running on the sidewalk
and almost started all over.
Spilling everything and the fruit punch.
I hope he hurry’s next time
and will stay home because
he had to much stuff.
Not unless he doesn’t
bring any, could fall in the water.
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Goodbye DGH!
Heather
Locked in a room
Plain white wall
Holding the hand
Of my only doll
Living like a bird; in a cage
Learning to cope
With so much rage
Hating the world; inside and out
Holding back a frown
Trying not to shout
Relief has come
Not too soon
Feeling better; going home
To dance on the moon!
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Once Upon a Time
By Hanah

8

Little Monsters
By Heather

Once upon a
time there was a
princess. In a
castle far away in
a tower. Waiting
for a prince to come save her, so her spell will be
undone and she can be free from the tower in the
castle. Prince Chad was on his way and already
slayed the dragon. But with a spell there is a witch
and he got by her and found the princess and they
rode far away on his beautiful horse. And lived in
his castle.

King of Nothing
By Heather
Once upon a time, in
a kingdom far away, a
king was in his castle eating curds and whey. The
habit was bad for his health, and the queen left for
lack of wealth. Poor king was alone today, not even
the princess was allowed to stay.
The castle walls were tumbling down, and no
one wanted to come around. So, the king began to
frown. He thought “What good is this addiction I’ve
found?”

Little monsters live inside
Always make me run and hide
One, her name is Lucy Lu
Makes me shake and pick and chew
Another named Eli-----He hurts me and makes me cry.
I want to get away
But inside me they stay.
I want them dead
But they repeat the thoughts in my head…
One day, freedom will come
And I will see the sun
Goodbye to Eli and Lucy Lu
My thoughts and I won’t be missing you

9

Reflection –Heather

The woman symbolizes what we all see in
ourselves. The woman sees a dark version of herself.
That reminds me of myself and many people here.
If I was looking into my reflection to see my other
side, I would see a happy girl. It seems like lately the
darkness is on the outside looking in, hoping to find
the person I am supposed to be. The NORMAL me. As
I search deep inside myself, I can almost feel it, but it
never comes, sending me into a hopeless place. I don’t
want to be there anymore.
My desire to pull myself from feeling like this
picture drove me here. I guess it’s only fate that I
would happen upon a metaphor for my grief on the
first day.
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By Heather
Nuclear Rain comes down today
Washing all the pain away
No one is ugly when everyone’s in a
mask
Following up the big blast
I hate the sky
So dirty and grey
We had to leave home
But wanted to stay
United as one
Infection has begun
People are warping
Inside and out
Toxicity --- That’s the cause….
NO DOUBT
Rain, rain go away
So we can breathe fresh air some day!
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traffic all of a sudden when he got to the bank there
was a villain that goes by the name of the Burg was
robbing the bank that Jarez has to use his super roar
to distract the burg so Jarez has to use his super
strength with his mouth and use his super speed to
carry him to jail so he saved the day. So the next day
Jarez was in his human form and he didn’t have his
super powers no more so his friend had knocked on
the door and his friend was happy for him and his
friend asked questions how did you get those
powers Jarez then said God.

I am a talking horse I became a
talking horse in a strange way. I was walking through
the wood one day and I came to a fork, and I
couldn’t choose which way to go so a witch came
alone and cursed me and she said I would never be
able to shut up I would talk 24/7 and that’s the story
of how I became a talking horse.
The Broken Heart that is mended
My heart is broken in to pieces it hurts terribly badly.
The people that hurt it the most are my close family
and friends. They hurt me but I still stand strong for
them even if they hurt me or help me. Right now, my
heart is breaking because I miss my mom and
Chelsea but it is all good because I’ll see them
tomorrow.

10

Stolen Vehicle Wrong Suspect
By: Jarez
I’ve been arrested
because someone had
stole my car and I had
my license in there. So
the suspect had been doing some illegal driving
with no tag on my car. So the suspect had drove
reckless in my car and used it for a getaway vehicle.
Later that day they was road raging so a driver had
reported them and gave the police a description of
my vehicle. After that the police had found the
suspect of the stolen vehicle so the police had
pulled them over so the suspect had ran on foot
and got away so the police had search the car and
found my license and found out my address. So
they had arrested me because I had a warrant and
thought that I had the stole the vehicle but they
didn’t believe that it was my vehicle because I
didn’t report and I didn’t have a car tag. So they had
arrested me because the police say that I am the
suspect because the suspect that day had the same
outfit as me like a white tee shirt and some jeans
and he also had the same length of dreadlocks as
me so I was arrested until the police found out that
the stolen vehicle was mines. So until this day the
suspect was never found..... To be continued
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Super Hero’s can become
enemies too
By: Jarez

There once was two super hero’s name moon Light,
and The Free runner. Moon Light colors are Black
and yellow, and the Free runner colors was red and
green. So one day Moon Light and the Free runner
was racing downtown and the Free runner had won
once again so that makes The Free runner win his
18th race so that makes the Moon Light win his 3rd
race but the Free runner is better because the free
runner and the Moon Light both got the same super
ability they both can run on walls and they both can
do amazing flips. So as the Free runner keep winning
the races the Moon Light had got jealous and mad
and then the Moon Light tried to beat up the Free
runner so instead of the Free runner getting beat up
the Free runner had beat down the Moon Light so
after that scene the both of them had separated.
Then one day they caught up with each other again
and they both had new friends so
they never talked to each again……..
Planet Rock By Aaron
We are the beings of planet rock.
We live and survive off the
recourses of the planet. Our beings
are born and made out of the rocks of the planet.
We live and die in the castle at the top. We eat rocks
fashioned into food, and drink rocks melted into
liquid. When we die we are crushed and put back
into the planet to be born again. We are the beings
of planet rock, and this is our lives.
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Worlds Natural Hero of the Day
By: Jarez
Once upon a time
there was a man
name Jarez he was
5’11 by height
weighed 150 he also
was also an intelligent man. So Jarez special
powers was to become a lion his special powers
was made from god because he followed gods
rules. In order for Jarez to get his super powers
he had to be responsible, respectful, honorable,
and brave. So Jarez had followed all those rules
that god gave him. So the next he didn’t have
the same exacted powers as a regular lion he
had super strength, super speed, last but not
lease his super roar so when Jarez went outside
his house everybody saw him and started
freaking out so Jarez had yelled everybody shut
up!!!!!!!...... When everybody had calmed down
Jarez said now listen up everybody as you can
see that I am a lion but I’m a hero as a lion but
the worlds hero..... After Jarez heroic speech
everybody cheered for him but suddenly Jarez
had a vision that someone was robbing the
downtown bank so he ran to the bank through
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memory, “Devons Beauty Parlor”’s sign was
crooked and the lights were out, and the Monroe
Apartments were mismatched and covered in
graffiti. She turned the corner and stopped as she
dropped her bag behind the dumpster and sat
down, she pulled out her blanket and laid it out.
She had two apples, five pieces of stale bread, a
can of pears, and some anchovies. With the way
she ate, it would last two or three days. She took a
bite out of her apple and opened the anchovies for
her kitten, and thought of what home would be
like as she looked up at the stars. Even with the
sirens and the honking horns, she felt her eyes
getting heavy as she began to fall asleep.
Tomorrow was going to be a new day.
Butterflies By Renee
I love how the butterflies float around my head
Silly, willy, but undead
They make me feel alive
An make me think of when I was five
I remember mommy use to say,
“Sara, go outside and play.”
But I was terrified
All I wanted to do was hide
My problems didn’t seem to go away
So mommy said, “Sara why don’t we go
somewhere else an play, somewhere far away
I said, “ok”
But mommy lied to me
I don’t belong here
I was only afraid to go outside an play
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John (Alone In the Dark)
John was a drifter.
He stayed home alone
He had no one to talk to.
He didn’t own a phone.
John was secluded.
His happiness diluted
One night John found himself away from home.
He wanted to roam.
On an old paved gravel,
He decided to travel.
His feet rose dust a sign he would bust.
John found a man.
For one final stand.
The man had no name
He didn’t have much fame.
Like a shot in the dark.
A sudden cold blaze.
John had nowhere to turn.
No time to run.
Alone in the dark.
One final spark.
The old Mustang churns.
The green light burns.
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Beyond the Darkness
By Julia
No light shown through the
thick clouds that covered the
sun. She sat beneath the old,
twisted tree, watching the
last of it’s leaves float across
the glassy surface. These
were the days she loved the
most, when she could enjoy
the solitude, she wished for
all of her days to be like this. As she watched the scene
before her, she thought back to the days when things
were good. When her brother had taken her fishing by
the pond and had taught her to read the animals’ tracks
in the forest.
But that had all changed since the war. No longer was
there a luscious forest, where for so long she had
watched the small creatures play, no longer were there
golden fish that swam just below the water’s surface,
occasionally coming up to nibble at the bread she threw
in the water, no longer was there soft moss to lie on and
watch the long branches sway with the breeze, now she
sat beneath the only tree to be seen for miles, now
twisted and lifeless, the moss had dried up, scattered
with the once beautiful fish’s bones, the water was now
tainted with black oil, and the grass was no longer in
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Trip Home
By Julia
With a bag slung over her
shoulder and her hat pulled over
her eyes, she walked quietly down the sidewalk.
She pulled her jacket tightly around her and
reached in her pocket to pet her secret kitten,
Sabrina. It had been a long time since she had
ran away from home, two years and sixty-four
days to be exact. Things had changed, her
mother, once a drug addict, now owned a small
grocery store and a bakery.
Jasmine Reese was the mother of Janice Tuck.
Her husband had left her when her daughter
was born, there after she had begun smoking.
She showed little notice when her daughter had
run away, the state had no records of Janice’s
birth, so neither did the town of Rehemer.
Janice was fifteen and regretted nothing. She
had kept a low profile and chopped her hair off,
in hope that no one would take notice of a little,
ragged boy. She went to libraries and educated
herself, did small jobs for strangers to make just
enough to clothe and feed herself, but things
had now changed, and she was ready to go
home. She stopped at the corner store and
asked for directions to the nearest motel. Not to
rent a room, but there were usually dumpsters
behind the motels, which meant a safe place to
stay for the night. She examined the buildings
she passed, marking any defining details in her
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glove. But now this girl is better now, she’s gotten
help and ready to go back home. She realized
there’s always help, it’s just hard to get
sometimes. Her glove has been returned, and now
she’s home, to live a brighter life.

-THE FROGZ- By Kassity
There once was where five frogs. They
all looked the same but varied in sizes
from small to large. The largest frog
carried the other four. They made a
pyramid with the smallest ridding on
top. Most of the time they just sat catching flies and
other bugs that passed. But today the bottom frog
wasn’t feeing so great, so the other four tried to
cheer him up by playing a nice game of leap frog.
The little guy was the first to be jumped over. Then
the other three quickly followed. When it came to
the largest frog, he just sat there. So, instead of a
game they asked him to express his feelings to them.
He said he felt used and unappreciated by his four
friends. They said from now on they would walk
beside one another and apologized for the way he
felt. They licked one another, which is like a huge to
frogs because they don’t have hands. All five frogs
lived out there lives happily next to one another, not
stacked!
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existence, only ashed dirt remained. The air was
cold from the lack of sunlight, the only warmth
she felt was from the hot tears that poured
down her face. She wished the world could just
learn to get along, because no one could except
each other for who they were, because no one
could stop criticizing each other for race and
religion, because of all that her brother was
dead, and the once warm and green earth was
now burned and covered in ash.
She wiped her tears as she began walking
back to her house. Though house was not the
word for this atrocity, more of a shanty. It was
nothing more than a pile of sticks and some tin
tied together with wire cords. She placed her
basket of roots and , the small amount, of other
edible objects that she could find on the ground.
She had high cheekbones and a small, slightly
pointed nose, her hair was black with frizzed
curls, she wore a tattered dress, and a small
locket, given to her by her brother.
As she set the fire, she made her bed,
preparing for one of many long sleeps she
would have to pass the days during this desolate
time after the war.
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Ken and Barbie By Kendall

Tree of Souls By Tiffany

I wasn’t always like this, a dead lifeless
tree. I was once butiouse to all mankind
and fed on the happiness of the living.
My routs filled the soil that ran through my vain with
life. Different then other trees I live through the lives
of others. My thick trunk and narrow branches fill
with souls of the living but now dead. Before the
living kept me alive and healthy but now souls of
sorrow that have not been taken by god himself fill
me with death. But I will never really die, as long as
there are still souls of the happy and living to bring
me back to life once
again.
My Mindless
World By Tiffany

I am a meaningless
man, lifeless to others.
I have no future or loved ones. My world is much
different then others, I live alone in my own mind
and dream constantly of a world without fear, anger,
and pain. I wake in this world alone, submerged in
water I lye on my side thinking of a better life, better
people, a better world. Solo lives my body, mind,
and soul trapped along the layers of water and
objects that surround me, these things that will
never leave me and will continue to live in my head
forever meaning less to others. I will continue to
suffer alone in my sleep for now, but still have hope
to wake in a better peaceful world.

Ken and Barbie went on a
ski vacation in Colorado
and were so excited. They
decided to take a little tour
around the city. They were
having so much fun and decided to go ice skating
somewhere that isn’t really known. There was lots
of snow around them but they thought it was so
beautiful so the cold wasn’t bothering them. Except
Ken started to fall sick from being so cold. He had
to sit down in the snow because it was so hard to
move. Barbie had to run really far to try and get
help, some blankets and sleeping bags for Ken until
help was able to come. When Barbie got back she
laid down with Ken to keep him warm as long as
she could. Soon help came and they were both
taken to the hospital and fully
recovered.
Disappear By Kendall
There was a girl who lost her
glove. She just wanted to escape
the world and her life, so she ran
away. It was a hard decision
because she was torn about
leaving her family and close
friends, but she knew she had to
move on and get help. While running away as fast
as she could, her purple glove slipped off her hand.
When her parents couldn’t find her and called the
Police, the only thing they found was that purple

and they change into shafan (blue). Also when there born
they have a dark anoneon (green) hair color and it to
gradually changed into a brighter anoneon color. The creature
race of
animals called goorone that live in the heavily forested area
are made up of 90% water and 10% skin live in this area. The
tour guide then led us to the gift shop. I was amazed to find
a poke ball from the game Pokémon but instead the poke ball
is called a creatureball. Then the man behind the counter said
the school has paid you guys a free shopping spree to get as
many creature balls you can fit into two huge bubble bags.
Then the cashier said that the creature balls have a catch rate
of 25% to 75% that is chose randomly by the ball itself and I
knew then that I am going to choose to live here.

Magnitude Number Nine
By Brandon
Prologue
I live next to a volcano that is
about to erupt and we have
nowhere to go on Hawaii.
We have no airport since the
meteor hit it.
We need to go to a and we need to get going to another
island by boat foot or swimming with the fish and then going
with someone else isn’t helping with the depression from my
family being killed by an explosion in our house we are the
only survivors of magnitude number nine.

Chapter 1
I never expected this to happen but it happened. I will
never forget it because of the emotional toll it has taken on
me. Then came along a stranger that was unknown to me his
name was Aaron. We talked. It turns out that he lost his
family too but it was in the eruption. We became good
friends. then came nighttime, we started to set up camp, and
we started hearing helicopters flying over us. A big crate
dropped that had supplies in it like water and food items
then we distributed the items equally between each of the
survivors and luckily, we had enough to go around twice.
Then I found a letter on the side that said. U.S. army has
received a distress call so we have given you food and clean
water
Staff sergeant
Biggs

Chapter 2
That night was horrible and I could not sleep come to find
out that Aaron could not sleep either so we made a campfire
and sat and talked about each other’s life. Then became best
friends then we ate some soup. Then all of a sudden, we saw
a rotating aircraft land. Then creatures I have never seen
before came towards us and asked in our language what
happened to earth. I said what do you mean. He said your
earth is black. I said that explains the water. He said my
mission is to take you guys to our planet thanks. I said. our
planet is similar to yours before the earth went black and I
went and got everyone else and took them to the aliens ship
and we took off and went and got the other people that
included the president the army and some animals and other
people from the other countries.

Chapter 3
After we got the last of the survivors, we took off into space
and we went into hyperspace and finally saw the planet. It
was beautiful it had light blue seas and rivers as we where
landing I noticed that the buildings were floating and there
where flying vehicles and they where eco friendly there where
no roads and all you could see was trees on the ground and I
could then see I was going to like it here.

Chapter 4
As I got off the space ship I was greeted by an alien that was
nice then I was taken to a mansion sized house and was
taken in the house then I noticed that the ship had taken off
again and it was at that time that that I thought that it was
a trap and I was informed that Aaron and every one else
was taken to there own house and I was relived to know
that and I felt better than before and at that time I was
offered a ride to school by an alien and he took me to school I
felt much happier.

Chapter 5
As I got off the ship, the principal the superintendent and
some of the other students at the school greeted me. Then I
learned that I would learn some of the same subjects. they
where math science English history and a new one to me pilots
education and I was glad to be at a new school but I started
feeling very depressed about me losing my family and I think I
had some bipolar issues “man I miss my family” I said to
myself. Then I was greeted by another group of aliens. then I
saw a beautiful and gorgeous alien girl and I went to talk to
her. Then I told her my name and she told me hers her name:
andromeda Pegasus bailey.

Chapter 6
Today is the day after me and Andromeda Pegasus bailey
got together and today we are going on a field trip to the
science complex in the Jupiter 5156 area and I am stoked
and happy I don’t feel depressed anymore. Then we got on
the air bus and started off to the science complex and I then
noticed that the road was guided by floating lights sort of a
airline pathway which is really cool and strange at the same
time. Then we finally got there and I got off the bus. Then
went inside and I noticed that there was a big hologram
projector projecting an image of a galaxy and the text read
you are here on the planet Zorion (zor-ee-on) in the
Andromeda galaxy in the solar system Qonion while here on
Zorion you will see extravagant creatures in the race called
the Cornova the Cornovian height span is averagely 5.6 and
when. They are born their skin color is the same as their
mothers and eventually change into their fathers skin color.
When their born they have, pure black eyes

